Prevention of scar formation in the skin using a topical FAK inhibitor
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Clinical Need
Injury to the skin in the craniofacial region from trauma, burns, radiation and surgery can result in hypertrophic scar (HTS)
formation, causing disfigurement and psychological distress to the patients. There are over 50 million annual trauma-related
emergency department visits in the USA. Burn wounds that are deep partial- or full-thickness frequently result in HTS formation.
There are currently no effective treatment options for these injuries.

Solution
Recently, it has become apparent that activation of the mechanotransduction pathways underlie many abnormalities in wound
healing and result in exuberant fibro-proliferation. Specifically, we have identified that mechanical forces act through integrin-focal
adhesion kinase (FAK) pathways to mediate wound repair, and that dysregulation of these processes leads to excessive
fibrosis. Based on promising findings in preclinical animal models, we have demonstrated that pharmacological inhibition of
the FAK pathway significantly attenuates fibrotic scar formation and accelerates healing in various small and large animal
models. These small molecule FAK inhibitors (FAKI) were originally developed as anti-cancer agents and have shown safety
and efficacy in multiple clinical trials against advanced solid tumors. With 6+ years of support from C-DOCTOR, our laboratory
has developed a hydrogel dressing that releases the FAKI compound in a controlled manner upon direct contact with healing
skin, and we have demonstrated that it is safe and effective for topical use in several animal models. This biodegradable
pullulan-collagen hydrogel delivers FAKI and addresses many major challenges in treating traumatic injuries or burns to promote
rapid healing, reduce fibrotic scar formation, and enable scarless regeneration.

Competitive Advantage
Our dressing can be easily used in a hospital setting because it is lyophilized (dry), making it lightweight and portable; storable
within sterilized packaging at room temperature; and able to encapsulate FAKI. The dressing can be simply unpackaged and
soaked in saline to re-hydrate it into a hydrogel, which provides coverage across the wound and prevents desiccation, further
promoting proper healing. Application of these hydrogels to burn wounds requires minimal infrastructural and technical changes
and can serve as convenient replacements to standard wound dressings. Developing this therapy to promote healing and
prevent scarring of burn wounds is of critical relevance to burn patients, especially those who suffer from tremendous post-burn
scars and scar contractures. Currently there is no small molecule or other therapeutic that addresses this need.

Target Market
The scar treatment market in North America is valued at $5 billion USD and globally valued at $14 billion, estimated to reach
approximately $34.5 billion by 2025. Further, the burn injury treatment market and surgical and traumatic wound treatment
markets had revenues of $504 million and $10 billion, respectively, in 2016, with continued growth of about 8% annually. Finally,
the total worldwide wound care market revenue is valued at $24.6 billion as of 2019.

Regulatory Pathway
Investigational new drug (IND) application.
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